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    Features:  
1. ultra-high resolution, 2592 * 1944, the image details are clearer; 
2. Intelligent infrared / intelligent warm light technology, embedded AE deep intelligent learning 

algorithm, the face is clear without overexposure; 
3. Support Extra-ISP night vision low smear image algorithm;  
4. Support 3 kinds of image scene modes: transparent, bright, standard, image style switching as you 

like; 
5. "Dark area perception algorithm" at night, the visibility of dark objects in the image is increased by 

50%, but it does not affect the bright area exposure;  
6. "Balanced Exposure Engine" at night. When people and cars approach, balance the exposure of 

the near and far images, the exposure of the near face is suppressed better, and the visible 
distance of distant scenes is about 5 meters longer than that of friends;  

7. Support manual shutter, exposure adjustment, can see the contents of electronic screen, LED 
screen and instrument of each refresh frequency; 

8. Support horizontal flip and vertical flip of images; 
 

 

Model IID-DD5I25F28PAS  

System structure Flash 16MB，DDR2 128MB  

Sensor 
5.0M  1/2.8"  Hi3516EV300  Black  light  illumination  CMOS  sensor,color  0.0001Lux@F1.2,black/white  

0.0001Lux@F1.2 
 

  

Video compression H.264、H.265  

Image output 2592*1944@20 （ default ） 、 2592*1520@20 、 2560*1440@20 、 2304*1296@30 、 2304*1296@25 、  
 1080P@30、1080p@25  

Shutter 1/50(1/60)s to 1/10,000s  

Lens 2.8mm/4mm  

Day and night 25m IR Distance  

Noise reduction Support 2D/3D  

Wide dynamic Support digital  

Auto iris support  

Audio compression G.711,support bidrectional talk,audio&video synchronization  
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Audio interface 1ch input,level:2Vp-p,impedance:1kΩ,support sound pick-up input;1ch output,impedance:16Ω,30mw,support  

Network interface 1*RJ45 10/100M adaptive Ethernet port;support RTSP/FTP/PPPOE/DHCP/DDNS/NTP/UPnP etc  

POE Support  

SD Card Support  

Reliability Comprehensive lightning protection, 7 * 24 hours 65 ℃ high temperature stable and reliable testing  

Intelligence analysis   No  
  

   

Other function 
Support WEB,OSD,live video transmission,motion detect and IO alarm,front-end storage/playback/download,  

and center  
  

 reminder and image linkage,support JPEG capture  

ONVIF Support  

Mobile monitoring Support multiple mobile monitoring（iOS,Android）  

Power DC12V/2A input, power consumption:≤3W,  

Ingression Protection Indoor  
Material Plastic  

Working environment -30℃~60℃（-22°F~140°F）  
    


